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01  Intro  1:12
02  Hivju  5:02
03  Vendetta mot hvem  3:24
04  …not that there's anything 
 wrong with that  4:27
05  Tenners gnissel  4:33
06  Victoria  4:52
07  Golgari  2:08
08  Taskenspill  4:10
09  Odd appearance  4:48
10  Outro  2:22
11  Avskjed på grått papir  4:16

      Total Time 41:24

Track 1, 2, 4, 5, 10 & 11 
by Thomas Litleskare
Track 3 & 7 by Stian Andersen
Track 6 & 9 by Johan Lindvall
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“A mongrel, or mutt, is a dog that is not the result of breeding and belongs to no breed”

In spite of the so-called “disappearing market for CDs”, young jazz musicians today continue 
to release interesting and fi rmly grounded projects on CD, happily ignoring any slightly depressive 
sales statistics.

The band Mongrel (see above) that you are listening to now, or will listen to in a little while, is a good 
representative of the young generation in Norwegian jazz and improvised music: a generation that 
redefi nes the activity called jazz almost completely, including elements from almost every thinkable 
genre (and some unthinkable) in their playing – respecting the jazz tradition, and at the same time 
not respecting it.

Mongrel will get you nailed with their carefully crafted and interesting compositions, their intuitive 
and diverse interplay and the creative soloing.

Sounds like they have done some albums already? Well, this is a debut actually. Very good!

Torgrim Sollid
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“A mongrel, or mutt, is a dog that is not the result of breeding and belongs to no breed”

In spite of the so-called “disappearing market for CDs”, young jazz musicians today continue 

to release interesting and fi rmly grounded projects on CD, happily ignoring any slightly depressive 

sales statistics.

The band Mongrel (see above) that you are listening to now, or will listen to in a little while, is a good 

representative of the young generation in Norwegian jazz and improvised music: a generation that 

redefi nes the activity called jazz almost completely, including elements from almost every thinkable 

genre (and some unthinkable) in their playing – respecting the jazz tradition, and at the same time 

not respecting it.

Mongrel will get you nailed with their carefully crafted and interesting compositions, their intuitive 

and diverse interplay and the creative soloing.

Sounds like they have done some albums already? Well, this is a debut actually. Very good!

Torgrim Sollid

«A mongrel, or mutt, is a dog that is not the result 
of breeding and belongs to no breed.»

MONGREL stands out in the Norwegian jazz fauna with 
their unpolished sound. Their music celebrates both 
well-contemplated melodies and unexpected ideas, 
presented in their own, quirky manner. Consisting of four 
active and versatile improvisers from as different bands 
as KAROKH, Dr Kay & His Interstellar Tone Scientists, 
Kamala and Baker Hansen, Mongrel is the bastard child 
of unpretentious jazz and open improvisation – constantly 
focusing on intuitive interplay.

Recorded in two days by the skilled young sound engineer 
David Aleksander Sjølie in Bark Studio, Oslo, Taskenspill 
is a sturdy debut featuring ten original compositions by 
the band’s members. 

«Intro» sets the mood with its repetitive, spacious 
motifs, before leading us into a relaxed, but intensively 
swinging hommage to the Norwegian actor Kristofer 
Hivju. The band’s eccentric sides are put on display on 
«Vendetta mot hvem»; a staccato theme turns lyrical, 
when a duet between trumpet and piano suddenly occurs 
– Litleskare’s weaving, meandering lines intersects 
with Lindvall’s delicate movements, creating a unique 
textural and dynamic blend. Andersen and Flatjord enter 
perfectly for a dazzling piano solo, revealing the group’s 
mature sense of time and momentum. The band loosens 
up on «…not that there’s anything wrong with that», 
where ideas whirl around in a hypnotic, irregular current, 
creating tensions that sometimes resolve and sometimes 
doesn’t – leaving the listener constantly on-edge. 

The fragile, haunting ballad «Tenner’s gnissel» provides 
the perfect breathing space before «Victoria», an erratic 
free bossa with a charmingly naive melody. While 
«Golgari» is a two-minute energy outburst of wild 
grooves and jungle trumpet roars, the title track 
«Taskenspill» is an extremely dynamic piece of music, 
showcasing the group’s collective patience and ability 
to develop ideas over time. «Odd appearance» is a 
bouncy, tongue-in-cheek musical reference to Joaquin 
Phoenix’ infamous Letterman appearance, followed by 
«Outro», creating a frame around the album. The listener 
is bid farewell with the fi nal ballad, «Avskjed på grått 
papir» − literally meaning farewell on gray paper.

Thomas Litleskare (trumpet), Johan Lindvall (piano), 
Tore Flatjord (drums) and Stian Andersen (double 
bass) fi rst met while studying jazz and improvised 
music together at the Norwegian Academy of Music 
in Oslo. Being part of a vibrant, creative environment, 
they quickly discovered their shared admiration for 
both the traditional masters of jazz and the modern, 
avantgardistic pioneers of improvisation. Working and 
playing with numerous bands, the members’ abilities 
and signatures as performers draw upon a variety of 
different stylistic expressions; together they contribute 
to the contemporary sound that is Mongrel, whose debut 
album you are about to explore. Enjoy!

Thomas Litleskare trumpet
Johan Lindvall piano
Stian Andersen bass
Tore Flatjord drums
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